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A necessary and sufficient condition for a Petri net to be weakly persistent for every initial marking is 
obtained. Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition for reachability is obtainable for this class 
of Petri nets. As a suthcient condition for a Petri net to have a semilinear reachability set, the notion 
ofsinklessness has been proposed. vvhere a marked Petri net is said to be sinkless if the total number 
of tokens in each minimal circuit is not decreased to 0 by firing transitions. We show that the 
reachability set is semilinear if the total number of times that sinklessness is violated is tinite during 
each firing, and define a new subclass of Petri nets which have this property for every initial marking. 
1. Introduction 
Petri nets are a structural model for representing discrete and concurrent systems, 
which describes how each component of a system communicates with other ones. 
Classification of Petri nets has been studied for two kinds of properties: one is 
structural and the other is behavioral. Several classes of Petri nets have been proposed 
as structural properties, such as marked graphs, state machines, free-choice nets, 
conflict-free nets [3], trap-circuit nets, deadlock-circuit nets [l] and so on. On the 
other hand, liveness, fairness, persistency [Z] and weak persistency [6] have been 
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studied as behavioral properties. In this paper we study rciations between structural 
and behavioral properties. Lvhich are important in designing and verifying systems. 
We first study weak persistency. A necessary condition for weak persistency is 
discussed in 171. We show a necessary and suiticient condition for weak persistency, 
which is described as a structural property. Moreover. 21 necessary and sufficient 
condition for reachability is obtainable for this class of Petri nets. 
Persistency, weak persistency and sinklessness [7] arc introduced to detinc classes 
of Petri nets whose reachability sets are cfTccti\cly computable semilinear. A marked 
Petri net is said to be sinkless if the total number of tokens in each minimal circuit is 
not decreased to 0 by firing transitions. We show that the reachability set is semilinear 
ifthc total number of times that sinklcssnesa is tiolated is finite during each firing. and 
obtain ;I structural condition for ;I Petri net to ha\c this property for every initial 
marking. 
2. Definitions and Notation 
Let Z denote the set of integers and Ict N denote the set of nonncgati\,e integers. For 
a noncmpty finite set S. Z’ (Ic’“) denotes the set of :III ISI-dimensional vectors of 
integers (nonnegative intcgcrs). A function 1’: S AZ can bc idcntifed with an element 
of Z” by introducing ;I total order on S. Moreover, for nonempty finite sets S, and S,. 
a function S, x S-tZ can be idcntificd \vith ;I IS, 1 x LS,l matrix of integers. For 
a vector .Y in Z” and ;i subset S’ of S. .\-!S’ denotes the prc>jection of .\- onto S’. For 
vectors I and J’ and an integer X. the addition .Y + J’, the scalar product I\.\-, and the 
partial order \-<A, are defined component\visc AS usual. For vectors .v and J‘. (.x. js> 
denotes the concatenation of .\- and J’. e.g. ( [I. 0.41, [2. I. 31) = [I. 0.4.2. I, 31, and 
similarly for (_Y. j‘. I,. ). 
A Prtri IUV is 21 triple C = ( P. T. A ). where P is ;I finite set of /I/~KCJ.S. T is a finite set 
of fr’trmirims, and A : ( P x T)u( T x P)-N is ;I function which represents the inci- 
dence relation between P and T. In this paper wc restrict the function A to 
(Px T)u(Tx P)+~O, 1 I, This class of Petri nets is called sir~glc UC. 
‘21 =(C, vz”)=(P. T. .A. UI”) is called ;I marked Petri net. where ~1~): &+N is t/x> iuiticrl 
rntrdiry. ff .3 ( [J. I) = 1 for ;I transition I and ;I phce 1’. 11 is called L/H ir~/~frl p/nc,c’ of r and 
f k called ~11 Ollf/Juf ftY~~l.Sili~~/l of /J. Siillihr~y for ((11 c~if/Jl!/ /J/tu and ~111 i/l/Jlil t/‘clKSiliO!l. 
A transition I is f/rrrh/c in a marking VI if /?I( /J) 2 ..I (11. t) for each place /J in P. The 
firing of r yields the markin g ~1’ = ~1 + I. ~~~/xYc~ I is d&nod b> 
r(p)=.4(r. /‘)-.A([‘. /) for each /JEP 
A sequence of transitions is called a Jr.ir~g .SCY/IICII(IJ. Let 2. denote the empty firing 
sequence. For firing scqucnccs x. /i in 7’*. x/i dcnotcs their concatenation, and ;I. /i 
denotes the sequence in (T*)*. We simply write (2)” to indicate 22 _._ r (n times). For 
a tiring sequence O=S, .s? ._.. s,.. s,rT (i= I. . r). (T , , (I <i< j<r) denotes the sub- 
sequence s,.s;+ , .s, and CT , denotes 5,. 
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We can extend the notion of firing to sequences of transitions: 
(i) h is firable in every marking and A=O, 
(ii) ra is firable in a marking 111 and ~=[+a if a transition t is firable in 111 and 
a firing sequence 0 is fit-able in rn+r. 
We write 177[c~)177' to indicate that a firing sequence r~ is fir-able in a marking m and 
the firing of ci yields the marking JH’. When we do not need to specify the resulting 
marking, we simply write nt[(~), and similarly for nz[)m'. 
Let B,: P x T+Z denote the incidence matrix of a Petri net C=( P, T, A), which is 
defined by B,(p, t)=t(p). $: T*+N ” is called rlre Purikh muppiny. For a firing 
sequence (T in T*, $(o)(t) denotes the number of occurrences of a transition t in 0. 
Since c= B,@(o), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let M =(C, tn’) =( P. T. A, 177") he u tnurked Petri net. If’ m"[ )r77, tl7en 
thcw csists u actor s in N7‘ slrch thtrt ttt-m”= B,.x. 
Let C =( P, T, A) be a Petri net. A word I~‘~\v~ .\v, in (Pu T)* is called u pnth if 
A(\ci, \v;+,)= 1 for i= I. , tl. A path N,vv~...M’,~ is called u circuit if n’r = w,. Let P,, 
and T, denote the set of places and the set of transitions, respectively, occurring in 
a circuit II. A circuit u is called sitnplr if u does not contain any other circuits. A simple 
circuit u is called n~initntrl if the set of places in u does not properly include the set of 
places in any other circuit. 
We define the following for a marked Petri net M=(C, m’)=(P, T, A, m”): 
,,Y(M)=Z(C. mO)= ;olaET* A mO[o>), 
R(M)=R(C. m”)= (tttO+~/a~~(M)j, 
ER(M)=ER(C, mO)= ((m”+q, Il/(a))la~X(M);. 
R(M) is called the reuchahility set of M, and ER(M) is called the extended reachubilit4 
set of M. 
Restrictions of a Petri net C=( P, T. A) and a marked Petri net M =(C, m”) are 
defined as follows. 
(i) Restriction c$‘plu~w: Let S be a given subset of P. The restriction of C to S is 
defined by CiS=(S, TIS. AIS), where 
TIS= (tl3pES: A(p. t)= I V A(t, p)= I;, 
and A IS is the restriction of A to (S, TIS). The restriction of M to S is defined by 
MIS = (C 1 S. m” / S), where n7' ) S is the restriction of tn” to S. 
(ii) Rc~striction of’trunsitions: Let H be a given subset of T. The restriction of C to 
H is defined by CIH=(PIH, H, AIH), where 
PIH= (pi 3r~H: A(p, r)= 1 V A(t, p)= I) 
and A 1 H is the restriction of A to (P 1 H, H 1. The restriction of M to H is defined by 
MlH=(CIH,rll’J(PIH)). 
(iii) Restricrion to (I actor in N”: Let .y be a given vector in N”. The restriction of 
T to s is defined by Tls= It 1 teT A $(t)<s). We simply write Cls for Cl(T1.y) and 
MIs=(Cls, rr~~l.y) for M~(Tl.~\-). 
(iv) Rrstriction to (I circuit: We simply write Cl 14 and M 1~1 to indicate the Petri net 
C and the marked Petri net &I restricted to places and transitions in a circuit U. 
respectively. 
Let S be a set of places in a Petri net C=( P, T. A). We define s(S). r’(S) and T-(S) 
b 
r(S)= (r 13/xs: .4(p, r)= I A IL/Es: .A(/. q)= I I. 
r+(S)= (t/ 3~~s: A(t, p)= I A VqcS: A(y, t)=O]. 
S is called (I de~~/iocl\ if T L (S)= $d, and is called LI trap if T (S) = 8. A circuit u is called 
a dealilocli circuif if P,, is a deadlock, and is called a trtrp ciwuit if P,, is a trap. A place 
p is called (I SOUK~ placr if p has no input transitions. For a deadlock D without source 
places, there exists a deadlock circuit II such that P,, c D. A deadlock D is called 
a toketvflre deadlock (TFD) in a marking 111 if 1111 D = 0. A deadlock circuit II is called 
(I token&v tlradloc~h circuif (TFDC) in a marking HI if VI 1 P,, =O. 
Proof. If Mix has a token-free source place p in VI. then the component of m+B,u 
corresponding to the place p is negative. I I 
Proof. Assume that M 1 I/I(O) has a TFD D in 171. Then a transition in M II/I(G) which has 
an input place in D is not firable in every marking reachable from IX rl 
Lemma 2.5. For etrc,h circuit II in II Petri net C = (P. T, ‘4). therr r.xists II circuit u’ such 
thut T,, = T(P,,) and Pt,, = P,,. 
Proof. Let u=p,f ,... p,,l,,pl. Clearly, r(P,,) 3 7;‘ holds. If there exists a transition t in 
r(P,,) .T, such that .A(pj.t)=.4(r.p,)=l (1 <i.,j<n), then we have the circuit 
p1 tl.. .pitpjtj . ..t.u. By repeating this process, we can obtain a circuit u’ such that 
L. =?(I’,) and I’,, = P,. 0 
A circuit u is called complete if T, = T( P,,). 
3. Weak persistency 
Let M =(P, T, A, m”) be a marked Petri net. A4 is said to be weakly persistent 
if M satisfies the following condition [6]: for every firing sequences c( and fl such 
that m”[z) A m”[~) A @(cc) 6 $(/I’), there exists a firing sequence 7 such that 
m”[r;l) A $(cly)= $(p). In this section we study a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a Petri net to be weakly persistent for every initial marking. We first define the 
following conditions on M, which will be used to obtain the necessary and sufficient 
condition. 
Condition 3.1. Let M =(C, m”)=( P, T, A, m”) be a marked Petri net and let x be 
a vector in NT such that 
(i) m” + B,x 3 0, 
(ii) M 1 .Y has no TFDCs in rn”. 
Then for every firing sequence x in Z(M) such that $(a)<~, M Ix-I/I(N) has no 
TFDCs in rn” + 5. 
Condition 3.2. Let C = (P, T, A) be a Petri net. For each circuit u in C, there exists 
a nonempty set of places S such that 
(i) ScP,, 
(ii) 5- (S)=$, i.e. S is a trap in C, 
(iii) z+(S)n5(P,)=@ 
We can obtain the following lemmas, which will be proved later. 
Lemma 3.3. [f u murked Petri net M =(P, T, A, m”) satisjies Condition 3.1, then M is 
weakly persistent. 
Lemma 3.4. !f u Petri nrt C=(P, T, A) sati$ies Corldition 3.2, then the marked Petri 
net M =(C, m”) sati$ies Condition 3.1 fbr every initial marking m”. 
Lemma 3.5. Let C=( P, T, A) he u Petri net. Jf the marked Petri net M =(C, m”) 
is weukly persistent for every initiul marking m”, then the Petri net C satisfies 
Condition 3.2. 
By Lemmas 3.3-3.5, we have the following theorem. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Assume that I and /i are firing sequences such that 
IH”[X) A ~I”[/I) A t//(z)<$(/j). Let .~=ti/(/I). then .\- satisties Condition 3.1 by 
Lemmas 2. I and 3.4. :\I ~I/I(/J’- (i/(y) has no token-free so~~rce places in 777”+ Y 
by Lemma 2.3, and has no TFDCs by Condition 3. I. Thcrcfore. :211 li/(/I)+$(~) 
has a firable transition I in 777”+1 by Lemma 2.2. This is also true for 21 and 
/i. By repeating this process. QL‘ can obtain ;I (irinp seq~~cncc ;’ such that 
1)7() [cn;*) A $(T:;‘) = r//(/i,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Assume that ;I Petri net (‘=( I-‘. 7’. .3) satisfies Condition 3.2 and 
a marked Petri net :I[=((‘. HI”) does not satisfy Condition 3.1. Then thcrc exists 
a vector s in N’ and a firing sequence x in 2‘(,21) that satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) I satisfies Condition 3.1: 
(ii) 1$(2)&x-: 
(iii) !\,Ii.p$(x) has :I TFDC‘ 71 in v1”+;1. 
Let S be a set of places that satisfies Condition 3.2 for II. It folloc\;s that T + (S)=$? in 
j21~.\-~~/(x) by Condition i.?(iii). There arc t\vo cases: 
(a) T ’ (S) = (4 i77 .\J ‘.Y: By Condition 3. I. S is not token-free in 177”. Since S is 21 trap in 
:1J. S is not token fret in 777” + 2. 
(b) T * (S)#fl i77 AJJ Y: In the firing of Y. transitions in r'(S) bring some tokens into 
S. Since S is ;I trap in 31. S is not token-free in VI”+ 1. 
S is not token-free in both casts. This is ;I contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. WC first show the following two facts. and prove the contraposi- 
tibe of the statement of Lemma 3.5, 
(a) Let C‘=(P. 7: .4) be ;I Petri net and Ict II be a simple circuit in C such that 
r (Pf,)#fl. If C11r does not have ;I nonempty deadlock II such that OiP,,. then the 
marked Petri net ,I1 =(C. 111) is not wakly persistent for the initial marking 111 such 
that 
m(p) = I if /TE l’,, and ,-l( /J. 0 = 1. 
rtz( p) = 0 if /IE P,, and ,4 ( p. f I= 0. 
r77( p)= I, otherwise. 
where [ET (P,,) and I; is a sufliciently 1argc intcgcr. 
Let u = p, I, .p,,t,,p, Assume that 4 (17, t) = I without loss of generality. Let HI, be 
the marking such that IH,(JT~)= I. 777,(p,)=O (if 1) and r~,(/j)=I\ (p$P,,). Sincc ICIIII 
has no TFDs in 177,. AfI7r has ;I fir-able transition by Lemma 2.2. Since r~,( ~);)=O(if I). 
only t, is firable in :\I 1 II. Let 777, [f , )777: and let 717; be the marking such that 
r?~>(p~)= I. r17>(pi)=0 (if?) and 771;(/~)=777~(p) (p$P,,). By similar arguments. t, is 
firable in m;, and is firable in lrlz because lnz >m>. Repeating this process, we can 
show that o=t, tz...t,, is firable in m,. 
Since m 2 lyll, c is firable in IX Every place pi in P,, such that A@,, t) = 1 has a token 
in m + (T; hence, t is firable in /?I+ 0. The sequence at is firable in 171 and no transitions 
in T, are firable in m+ t. Therefore, the marked Petri net M =(C, m) is not weakly 
persistent. 
(b) Let C=(P. T, A) be a Petri net. Suppose that, for each circuit u in C such that 
T- (P,,) # $, C’ u has a nonempty deadlock D such that D 5 P,. Then for each circuit 





Assume that u is complete. If not, we can have a complete circuit u, such that 
P,,,= P, by Lemma 2.5. Moreover. if there exists a set of places S that satisfies the 
above three conditions for u,, then S also satisfies them for u. 
From the assumption and the fact that II is a circuit, i.e. Clu has no token-free 
source places. Cl u has a deadlock circuit u’. If T -(P,,,) # 9 in C, then Clu’ has 
a deadlock circuit u”. The circuit 11” is also a deadlock circuit in Cl U. By repeating this 
process, we can obtain a circuit II, such that U, is a deadlock circuit in Clu and 
sC(P,,)=$ in C. Since u is complete, it follows that ~‘(P,,)nt(P,,)=g. 
If T (P,,) = # for a circuit II, then Condition 3.2 holds for S = P,,. Hence, the facts 
(a) and (b) imply the following: if a Petri net C does not satisfy Condition 3.2, then 
there exists a marking ~1 such that the marked Petri net bf=(C, m) is not weakly 
persistent. r 
A Petri net that satisfies Condition 3.2 is said to be a structurally weakly persistent 
Petri net (SWPN). A necessary and sufficient condition for reachability can be 
obtained for an SWPN. 
Theorem 3.7. Let M =(C, rd’) he (I marked Petri net such that the Petri net 
C=(P, T. A) is an S WPN. A marking m is reachuble,fiom m” if‘ and onl~l if M suti$e.s 
the ,following: 
(i) There exists LI rector s in NT such thut m-m’ = B,s, 
(ii) MI Y bus no TFDCs in mO. 
Proof. “Only if‘” part: It is clear by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4. 
“If’” part: Since M satisfies Condition 3.1, we can obtain a firing sequence u such 
that m”[a)~~~ by the following procedure: 
(1) Set r:=E.. 
(2) M 1 .Y - $(x) has no token-free source places by Lemma 2.3, and has no TFDCs 
by Condition 3.1. Therefore, M /Y ~ 9 (3) h as at least one firable transition by Lemma 
2.2. Choose a firable transition t and fire it. 
(3) Set ~:=~ct and x:=.x-$(t). If x=0. then D:=Y. Otherwise, go to (2). 0 
4. Semilinearity of the reachability set 
The reachability set of a weakly persistent marked Petri net is effectively comput- 
able semilinear 161. In this section we consider structural conditions for a Petri net to 
have a semilinear reachability set for every initial marking. We first define the notion 
of lir~t~crr st’rs and scvJli~iwtrr aeta. For a positive integer I’, N’ denotes the set of all 
r-dimensional vectors of nonnegative integers. For given subsets I’> CV of N’. L( I ‘. M’ ) 
denotes the set of all .\- in N’ which can be represented in the form 
.Y = .\-(, + .Y , + + .x,, 
with .I” in 1. and .X ]. _. . ,, 
CZ’of & such;ha; ;=L( /’ 
a (possibly empty) finite sequence of elements of M’. 
A subset L of U’ ic c,lid to be /in~r if there exists an element I‘ in N’ and a finite subset 
( %). b’). A subset of N’ is said to be .scwJiliJwrw if it is a finite 
union of linear sets. 
Proof. It is immediately obtained by the fact that a projection of a semilinear set is 
also semilinear. 
The converse of Lemma 4.1 is not always true. The notion of .sirlli/r~s.srlr.ss is 
proposed as a suIlicicnt condition for the reachability set to be scmilinear [7]. 
A circuit II in ;\ marked Petri net ,2f =(C, JJJ”) =( P, T. A. Jtl”) is said to be sirdc/r.s.s if the 
total number of tokens in II is not decreased to 0 by firing transitions, i.e. JtJ/ P,, 10 
implies rtJ+rr~P,,#O for every marking HI in K(:21) and every firing sequence CT in 
z‘(C. 1~1). A kirkcd Petri net ,!I = (c, Jtl(‘) is said to be sirJk/cj.s.s if every minimal circuit 
in !!I is sinkless. 
Let E‘(c‘. rtJ) denote the set of all token-free minimal circuits in a Petri net C’ with 
a marking JJJ. Then ;I marked Petri net ‘21 = ((‘. VI” ) is sinkless if p (c‘, VI) 1 F (C. JJI + c) 
for every marking JJJ in K(hf) and every firing sequence fl in 2‘((‘, JJI). 
A Petri net is r~or.,nrl/ if each minimal circuit is a trap circuit [7]. Normality is the 
structural property for sinklessness. 
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Theorem 4.4. Every S WPN is normal. 
Proof. Let C = (P, T, A) be an SWPN. Since C satisfies Condition 3.2, every circuit in 
C contains a trap circuit. This implies that each minimal circuit in C is a trap 
circuit. X 
Lemma 4.5. Let M = (C, m”) = (P, T, A, m”) he a marked Petri net. Let a and /J hejring 
sequences in T* such that m”[x) A m’[p) A t+b(c()<$(/j). !fMI$(/?-G(z) is sinkless 
and F(C, m” +s()= F (C, m’+fl), then there exists a jring sequence 7 suck that 
_ m’[ry) A IC/(ay)=ti(/?). 
Proof. Set .x=$(/I-@(cc). If x=0, then y= h. We consider the case x30. We first 
show that M 1 .x has a firable transition in m” + E. Assuming the contrary, we can show 
that M 1.x has a TFDC u in m”+x by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. There exists a minimal 
circuit U’ in M Ix such that P,, c P,,. It is necessary for u’ to have tokens in firings of 
a transition which has an input place in u’. Since M 1 x is sinkless, U’ still has tokens in 
~7’ + /I This contradicts F (C, m” + 1) = F (C, m” + 0). Choosing a firable transition t, 
similar arguments are applicable for xt and /I’. By repeating this process, we can obtain 
a firing sequence 7 such that m’[ccy) A $(cxy)=$(/I). II 
For a Petri net C=(P, T, A), the set (.x 1 .x~Nr A x#O A B,x30} becomes a semi- 
group and its generator Tc is a finite set, because Tc is a projection of 
Min ( (Bc.x, x) / .YEN~ A x #O A B,x >O}, where Min V denotes the set of all minimal 
elements in a subset V of N’. We define the subset T, of T by T+ = {t I3xcr,: tc TlxJ. 
In the next theorem, we construct the extended reachability set of a sinkless marked 
Petri net. 
Theorem 4.6. Let M =(C, m’)=(P, T, A, m”) he a marked Petri net. !f MI T+ is 
sinkless, tlzerl ER(M) is semilinear. 
Proof. Since F=(F(C,m)lmER(M)) is finite, we set F={F’,...,F”}. Let 
d’(m)=Min{(~,IC/(a))~m[o)m’A~~OAa#hA F(C,m’)=F’}, 
U mER(MI d’(m) is finite because it is a projection of 
Min{(q, $0~)~ m> I mER(M) A m[a)m’ A (130 A o#h A F(C, m’)=F’l. 
Therefore, d’ is finite and we set d’= {A”, . , A~~). Let 
Since M 1 T, is sinkless, b::‘K”c L(,%lin EK”‘. I”) holds by Lemma 4.5. Then we have 
EK(Rf)= u u ER” 
,“i,’ ,“, ,’ 
Hence. ER(A4) is semilinear. ~ 
Now we show that the reachability set of ;I marked Petri net is scmilinear if the 
number of times that sinklcssncss is Aolated is finite during each firing of transitions. 
Let M =(C. r)~“) =( P. T. A, HI”) be ;I marked Petri net. We define r/lcj tlcc,on~posirior~ of 
a tiring sequence CJ in X(&f). which decomposes 0 into “sinkless” subsequences. 
procedure decompose(C, d’. cr. ii) 
( IH~I.G: C = ( P, T. A). IJI(’ and O: Output: ci ; 
begin 
if o = ;. then ;i:= i, else 
begin 
II:= the length of a; 
U:=the set of all k (1 <k<j~) s.t. (C.M”)~(T+ ltb(o- ,,1. )) is sinkless; 
if c’ = $9 then begin r:= 0; ii,,:= i, end 
else begin ~-:=,Urr.~k s.t. Xsl’: (i,,:=rr ,.I end; 
if I’ = II then (j:= (i,, else 
if v=fI- I then ci:=(i,,.a T+, .A else 
begin 
decompose( C’. M” + 0 I.r-I .fl rt’.,, . 2, 1: 
. 




For a firing sequence CJ in X()21). (T denotes the sequence (i obtained by the execution 
of decomposc( C, ~1’~. 0, ci). It is ;I sequence of ( T* )* and has the form 
~==~~..s,.~,.s~.~~... . where (T,), (TIE T* and .sit7‘ (i= I. 2. ). Let 0,’ denote the 
sequence .\,s2sj... and let C[i] denote the sequence TT(,.s, (T~s~G~...s~~,. 
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(iii) %[i]<fi[i].fbr i=O, 1, . . . . r; - - 
(iv) F(C, m”+?[i])=F(C,rno+j7[i]).for i=O, 1, . . . , r. 
Then there e.uists a jiring srquence ;7 in I(M) that satisfies thefbllowiny conditions: 
(v) I>/ z.7 q = p/; 
(vi) $(aidi)=$(pi),f;,r i=O. I, . ,I’, cchere i’=cY&J.s, .cx,6, .sz . S,.‘c&. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of CY/. It is obvious in the case 
r = 0, i.e. 2 = c(, by Lemma 4.5. Assume that the lemma holds for r < k and we consider 
the case r=k+ 1. Then there exists a firing sequence ;3’ in Z(M) such that 
~‘=ro6,.s,.r,6,.s2 . ..s..z,ci, A $(ri6i)=+(/ji) for i=O, l,..., k. Let VI=~‘+Y’S~+~. 
Since E[k]<f[k]=y’. we have m[r,+,) A m[/jktl) A t,jl(~(~+~)<$(/j~+,) and 
F(C,m+x~+I)=F(C,m+/jk+1). Since p-:20, it follows that 
Tl$(fl,+,)-$(Q+, ) c T+ Therefore, (C, m) / $ (jk + I ) - $ (Q + 1 ) is sinkless from the 
decomposition procedure. By Lemma 4.5, there exists a firing sequence &+, such that 
mI%+l&C+,) A ~(%+l~k+,)=$(Pk+l). 0 
Let M be a marked Petri net, let 0 be a firing sequence in Z(M) and let 
~=oo.s, .g, .s2 s,.cT,. For a firing sequence y in C(M) such that ~/=a/, we write 
077 if 
(i) ;’ # 0; 
(ii) ;‘=0060.s,.0,6,.s2 . s,.~,fS,; 
(iii) ~jzo,i$,,>O for i=O, I, . . . . r. 
Lemma 4.8. Let M he a marked Petri net. Let 0, c( and p he Jiriny sequences in Z(M) 
such that gil= xi = /l/. Jf‘aT x ad c~ tp, then there p.uists ajriny sequence y in C(M) such 
that $(~)=(ti(+~(4)+(~(/j)-$(d)+~(d. 
Proof. Let Ei=(~~s~~..s,.(~,x~..s~ ,.~,x, and ~=cJ~/~~.s~.~,~~.s~ . . . s,.~,/j,. Then 
~=~O~o~os~a,r,~~s,...s.r~r~r/jr is in E(M). C 
Lemma 4.9. Let M =(C, Ino) he a marked Petri net. Jf the length qf a/ is.finite,for every 
jiriny sequencr r~ in I(M), then ER(M) is sernilinear. 
Proof. Since C/= [o/la~Z(M)) is finite, we set Cl= (u’, , u”). For each ui=sl . ..s*. 
let Z’= (0 /adz A a/=~‘). For each firing sequence c in C’, let 
F’(o)=( f(m"+Z[O]), ,,f(m”+S[r])), 
whereJ’(m) denotes the vector whose dimension is equal to the number of minimal 
circuits in M, and each element of ,f‘(ti~) is 0 if the corresponding minimal circuit 
is token-free in In, otherwise 1. Since F’= jF’(a)la~Z’) is finite, we set 
F’x ; J,-‘“, _,, . F” I. Let 6 = (T ,,_. \ 1 .n, ..s2 .A~.o-~. Then we define the following: 
/1’(uT)=jlll’)+cj[O] ,.... M”-tr?[/~]. $(fl,,, . . . . . $(a,,), 
Z”(~)=!\J;~II~I’(;,)~~I’(~)I;‘EZ‘~ A nt;’ A F’(;‘)=F”;. 
%‘I= j%“(rr)iot\“ A F’(rr)=b”‘; 
u_:. ?,“(j) ‘: f‘ b 1” r I\ 1n11e ec;iux it is ;I projection of 
:~J~~~~(/I’(;~)~~~‘(~).I~I”+~[~~],..../~~~’+CF[/~])~CT.;~E?:’ACT~;~A F’(;‘)=b“‘;. 
Thercforc. Z” is tinitc and WC set Z”= jZ”‘. . Z”“‘). Let 
1’” = .,J;,! I ,‘., 
, \, 1 $(;,))-(a. I//(“)) lrr,;‘EZ“ A c7r;s A b“(a)=E”(;~)=F” 
* zf/frr) = zf/” 1 
1. 
then we haw ER”” c L(:ZJin ER”‘. 1”“). By Lemma 4.X. it follows that L(Mirl ER”‘. 
1"' ) c ER (AI ). Therefore. 
ER ( ‘2 ) = u ‘I) u ER’lh 
,,‘i?. ,‘“c,’ /I’i’~,_/” 
c,,‘i ,.,v,,, ,,,_, , L(:iJiu E:R”‘. .I”“) 
\I 
c J:R(AJ). 
Hence. ER(,$J) is semilinear. , 
A marked Petri net AJ is called frrur//~~ si~l\/c.ss if the following holds for every firing 
sequence 0 in 2‘(:\I) and every minimal circuit II in M: the number of times that 
II becomes token-free during the tiring of (T is tinite. 
Condition 4.1 I. Let C = (P, T. .4 ) be a Petri net. The following holds for cvcry minimal 
circuit II in C and cverq .Y in I-,: if B,..YIP,,=O, then Tl.\-nr-(P,,)=$. 
A Petri net that satistics Condition 4. I 1 is called (I st~u~turrrl/!‘,firlul/~ .sir~kle.ss Petri 
wt (SFSN). To prove the theorem. we show several lemmas. Lemma 4.12 is immedi- 
ately obtained by the definition of minimal circuits. 
Lemma 4.12. Let C=(P, T, A) he a Petri net und let u=p,t,...p,,t,,p, he u minimul 
circuit in C. !f‘A(pi,t)=A(t,pj)=l (l<i,j<n), thenj=i+l. 
By Lemma 4.12, the number of tokens in a minimal circuit u increases only by firings 
of r+(P,), and decreases only by firings of T (P,). This implies that the following 
condition is equivalent to Condition 4.11. 
Condition 4.13. Let C = (P, T, A) be a Petri net. The following holds for every minimal 
circuit u in C and every Y in I‘,: if B,.xIP,,=O. then Tlsnr-(P,,)=@. 
Lemma 4.14 (Peterson [4]). Ewry infinite sequence of nonneyatire integer l’ectors 
contuins un injinite nondecreusing subsequence. 
Lemma 4.15. Let C =( P, T, A) hr u Petri net und let u he u minimd circuit in C. !f 
B,xIP,=OA Tl.xns+(P,)#@.for a cector s in N”, then there esists a tnurkiny m and 
a,firiny sequence o such thut m[rr) A m P,,=O A $(a) = Y. 
Proof. Firability of transitions is considered in CIP,, because we can set enough 
tokens in each place other than P,,. Let .x+ be the maximum vector in NT such that 
X+ dx A Tlx+ cs+(P,); let .Y- be the maximum vector in NT such that 
s-<s/I T1.CCT-(P,,), and let y=x--.Y+- x-. Let M be a marking such that 
mlP,,=O, and let tn, =M+B,.x+, m2=m, +B,y and m3=m2 +B,.Y. It follows that 
m,lP,,30, m,IP,,>,O and m31PU=0. Obviously, m[)m, and UI~[)~I~. We show 
ml [) nz2. Since u is minimal, P,, = P, holds for every circuit U’ in C I P,,. Therefore, every 
circuit in (Cly)l P, is a trap and deadlock circuit, i.e. (Cl J~)I P,, is an SWPN. Since 
s+ #O, P,, has some tokens in tnl. This implies that (Cly)/P, has no TFDCs in m,. 
Hence, m, [)m, by Theorem 3.7. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. “!f”purt: Assume that M is not finally sinkless. Then there 
exists a minimal circuit u and an infinite firing sequence croci, (TV.. in C(M) such that 
(i) nliiPu=O for i=O, l,..., where mi=mO+~,=,,,oj; 
(ii) Tl$(~~)n~~(P,,)fg for i= 1, 2, 
- 
The infinite sequence Mongol m2 . contains an infinite nondecreasing subsequence 
by Lemma 4.14. Therefore, there exist i and j (i<j) such that 
S>Or\fijP,=OA TI~(6)nt’(P,)#~for6=ai...ai.ThiscontradictsCondition4.11. 
“0111~ if” part: Assume that there exists a vector s in rc that does not satisfy 
Condition 4.11 for a minimal circuit U. By Lemma 4.15, there exists a marking m and 
a firing sequence 0 such that m[a) A mlP,,=O A $(a)=.~. Since ((T)“EC(M) holds for 
every positive integer n. the marked Petri net M =(C. m) is not finally sinkless. n 
Lemma 4.16. Let M = (C, m”) =( P, T, A, 1~1’) hr u murked Petri net ad let 0 he ujiriny 
sequence in C(M). [f the length of a/ is infinite, then thrrr exists an infinite sequence 
Proof. Let (?=a,,..~, .(T, .s2 Existence of a tuple (/~,li,... . u) satisfying (i) is im- 
mediately obtained from the decomposition procedure. Let c’ be the set of all tuples 
satisfying (i). Assume that cvcry tuple in I’ does not satisfy (ii). Then there exists tin 
infinite subsequence 0’ = 5,. + 1 CT,.+ , .sr + 1 of a such that Tl$(a')nr (Pu)=$ holds for 
every minimal circuit II appearing in C:. i.e. every minimal circuit appearing in I!’ is 
sinkless in (C. n~“+ri[r])/$((~‘). Th’: 14 contradicts the fact that (T’ is decomposed 
infinitely. 
Proof. Assume that the length of (T is infinite for a liring sequence ci in X(M). 
Then there exists an infinite sequence I,, X2. _. and a minimal circuit II in $11 T, 
that satisfy Lemma 4.16(i).(ii). There exists :I firing sequence ii, such that 
HI”+ri[lii][ij,)/lli A ,?IilP,,=O for i= I. 2. Let ~J,=(rll”+C[~,]~i,. $(rz[ki]Cii)) for 
j=l 7 , _, By Lemma 4.14. the intinitc sequence ~,c,c,. contains an infinite nondec- 
reasing subsequence. and so there exist i and ,j (i>,j) such that CJ, kc,. It follows that 
R,..\-3OA B,\-IP,,=OA 7~l.\-nr~(~,,)fdfsr.~=tj/(ri[l\,]3i)~~~(ri[l\j]tSj), Thiscontra- 
diets Condition 4.13. : 
By Lemmas 4.1. 4.9 and 4.7. we have the following theorem. 
5. Illustrative examples 
Figure I shows an example of SWPN. Every circuit has a set of places that satisfies 




Figure 2 shows an example of SFSN. The circuit u=p,t,pzt,p, is not sinkless in 
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